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The Blended Energies Journey 

• The Blended Energies journey begins with the four aspects of the authentic self. 

It is their rising to self-awareness that inspires constant individuation out of the 

core and ultimately builds the Blended Energies System.  

 

• When the core peels off single-current streams into the soul layer, it is called 

individuation. This happens at two locations: where the core enters and, to a 

lesser degree, where it exits the one body. Both places funnel currents into the 

soul layer that combine to create its rainbow color. As approximately 50 percent 

of the core currents separate away from the downward thrusting core stream and 

become independent they enter the container of the soul layer at or near the 

divine gate chakra.  

 

• Meanwhile the remaining core, wrapped inside of the core sheath, moves 

vertically through the anatomy of the Human Energy Structure to the lower end of 

the structure where at the chi pool chakra, more currents peel off as the core 

transits the soul layer for the second time. Finally, the core leaves its sheath and 

exits the HES.  

 

• Inside the soul layer, many different currents swirl and pass through filtration at 

both the divine gate and chi pool filters. 

  

• At the front of the structure, randomly occurring single-current streams enter 13 

alignment valves located in the inner edge of the soul layer. These streams 

reconstitute into perfect triple- current streams, mirroring the triple-current stream 

of the core; they are always in alignment with the core they are facing- blue 

facing blue, red-to-red and yellow-to-yellow. These 13 streams are called soul 
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pathways and they hold all the potential and energy that will cause the chakras to 

generate even more energy. Even though they are organized, they do not yet 

have a specific job. These incoming energies will cross the core and form a 

major chakra, encircling the core like a donut with the core at the center. 

  

• Generic soul pathways headed toward the core pass through the lesser gates 

and enter the anterior chakra chamber where each current has its own anterior 

node. Here the currents learn about function, purpose and wisdom of a specific 

chakra. This area is called intentionality, and what happens here is exactly that: 

the setting of intention as it relates to a specific chakra.  

 

• After this occurs, the two outside streams, function (blue) and wisdom (golden 

yellow) each split in half and create the blending energies of the Blended 

Energies System. All of the purpose current and half of each of the function and 

wisdom currents move through the anterior greater gate in the core sheath, 

which is the entrance to the core itself.  

 

• The remaining halves of incoming function and wisdom streams go to the sides 

of the chakra and push through two different anterior osmotic barriers -- the gold 

into the wisdom corridor to the left side of the core and the blue into the function 

corridor on the right side of the core. Since these partial current streams don’t 

cross the core, they stay unchanged in the corridors, with the intention of the 

specific chakra firmly held in an unchanged and cooling position.  

 

• The other halves of function and wisdom join all of the red purpose current to 

pass through the anterior greater gate and forge through the core. In this way 

these energies all become informed by the power of the surging core. They 

emerge from the downward-moving core currents on the other side changed by 
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the encounter, transformed by the visit to the holy of holies and pass through the 

posterior greater gate in the core sheath into the chakra, once again bristling with 

energy.  

 

• The currents are next received and cooled by receptivity, which is the job of the 

posterior chakra chamber at the rear of the core. The twin to intentionality, 

receptivity receives the split-off energies from wisdom and function and the core-

charged purpose, function and wisdom energies and blends them all. 

 

• This blending action mellows the currents enough to release them through the 

posterior lesser gate into the outgoing chakra stream. After leaving the chakra, 

the stream takes the name of the chakra it just passed through, such as the heart 

chakra stream, changing from the generic and uninformed soul pathway to a 

specific chakra stream with the job of carrying the message of that chakra 

throughout the Human Energy Structure.  

 

• Each chakra stream reaches a dispersal valve in the inner edge of the soul layer 

and breaks once again into three independent currents of energy, each destined 

to spin out its chakra lessons in the soul layer, delivering the function, purpose 

and wisdom messages of a particular chakra as well as the qualities of 

intentionality and receptivity that have imbued the exiting chakra stream with so 

much focus. 

  

• These currents swirl for a time in the soul layer, gradually sharing all the 

information they carry in a process of slow and deliberate release. This educates 

and inspires the structure, sustaining and guiding it to fulfill the best possible 

version of itself.  
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• In the final leg of their journey, the single current streams, now spent and 

depleted, pass through the eight big filters, four at the divine gate and four at the 

chi pool where they are stripped of any remaining message, debris or 

contamination. These filters are placed above and below both of the soul layer 

chakras and to the left and right sides. They effectively box the soul layer 

chakras in a filtering system that keeps energies leaving and going into them as 

clear as possible. Now, the function, purpose and wisdom currents are once 

more generic, ready to begin the cycle over again!  
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